
Mac: Hello, Jon!
Jon:  Hello Mac!
Mac:  Today instead of wasting time talking on gchat we 
are being productive talking on gchat, answering some 
questions from Candlewick about our new book, Sam and 
Dave Dig a Hole.
Jon:  Ok!
Mac:  Here is their first question for us: 
How did you come up with the idea for Sam and Dave 
Dig a Hole?
Jon:  Ok!
Mac: Well we were having breakfast together in a diner in 
Los Angeles.
Jon:  Yes.
Mac:  I was eating chilaquiles.
Jon:  I believe I was eating a fried egg sandwich.
Mac:  And then we just sort of got to talking about this 
book.
It combined our enthusiasm for interesting forms and 
digging holes.
Jon:  Yes. I think that’s what interested me most about 
the book — the way it was going to be laid out as they got 
deeper and deeper in the ground, and the opportunities 
for a neat story there.
Mac: Oh, I’ll bet people would like to know that you drew 
the first sketches on a diner napkin.
I think that is a nice image.
One that will make people like the book more.
Jon: Yes.
Mac:  I still have that napkin, not because of the sketch, 
but because I have a box of all the napkins from every 
meal I’ve eaten since 1996.
Jon:  Ok!
Mac:  SECOND QUESTION
How did you come up with the characters of Sam and 
Dave? Are they based on real children?

Jon:  Hmmm
I mean, they are based on our “ideas” of children
in that they are short
Mac:  And wear hats
And have plenty of unsupervised time
Jon:  With tools
Mac:  They’re really just two kids who are excited to dig a 
hole, which I think is true of a lot of kids.
Jon:  Yeah! It’s a really simple but potentially exciting thing 
to do.
Mac:  THIRD QUESTION
What do you hope children will take away from the 
story?
I hope they will take away a copy of the story, bought and 
paid for with their own hard-earned allowance.
Jon:  Or whatever things of value they have managed to dig 
out of the ground.
Mac:  Yes, the real value of this book is not in any message, 
but in the many gems you can obtain by digging holes in 
your very own yard.
Jon:  “There are gems in the ground in your yard”
Mac:  WE WILL MAKE YOU MILLIONAIRES, KIDS.
FOURTH QUESTION
This is the second picture book you’ve collaborated on. 
What do you enjoy about working together? Why do 
you think you make a good team?
I’ll let you go first and say something nice about me.
Jon:  Ok.
Mac:  And if you decide not to say something nice about 
me, I will be able to deal with that in my response.
Jon:  No no, I will do it.
Mac:  I think you mean, “Okay!”
Jon:  Ok.
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Jon:  On my end, you seem to enjoy premises for these 
books that are as much visually driven as they are text-
driven, and so the story ends up really happening in both 
areas. I think that even though we are both left to do the 
things we like to do on a book we make together, the ideas 
we come up with in conversation at the beginning are 
never either purely visual or verbal.
Mac:  Yeah, even though I can’t draw I think that writing a 
picture book is a visual act, and one of my main jobs is to 
provide space for illustrators to do their own storytelling.
Jon:  You for sure can’t draw.
Mac:  Aw man, and I was just typing something so nice 
about you: There’s nobody I like talking about books with 
more than Jon, and working together gives us a chance 
to talk a bunch about books and try out ideas that feel 
exciting to us both.
I guess that we talk about books a lot anyway though. This 
is a way to do it that feels more immediately productive.
We also talk a lot about TV shows.
And lunch.
Jon:  I just had soup.
Mac:  I just had two handfuls of cereal.
FIFTH QUESTION
How long have you known each other? How did you 
meet?
Mac:  Jon, I have just done some math: We have known 
each other for 5 years.
Jon:  I think that’s right.
Mac:  We met in Los Angeles.
Under the Hollywood sign.
Jon:  We met at a party our mutual agent Steve was 
throwing.
Mac:  Both writing books on diner napkins.
I think mine is the better image.

But yeah we met at our agent’s party and I think got into a 
very long talk about Frog & Toad that night.
Jon:  Yes. That’s right.
Mac: NEXT QUESTION
What do you find most challenging about writing and 
illustrating for children?
Children tend not to have a lot of spending money on 
hand.
TERRIBLE CUSTOMER BASE
Jon:  They also can’t always read.
So that’s tough.
Mac:  The nice thing is that after reading our book kids 
will be millionaires.
Because of all the gems.
Jon:  “There are for sure gems in the dirt in your yard”
Mac:  “Which you should spend on our backlists”
NEXT QUESTION
What do you like most about writing and illustrating 
for children?
Jon:  I don’t know if I find myself doing tons of adjusting, 
myself. I feel really lucky that the way I like to make things 
look seems to fit this kind of a story.
Mac:  Yeah, I know what you mean. It’s great having a job 
telling stories I enjoy writing and feel proud of.
LAST QUESTION
(This one is from me, not Candlewick.)
Jon, are you comfortable with the public knowing that 
your screen name is NickelbackFan81 or should I just 
say “Jon” when I transcribe this?
Jon:  Just Jon.
Mac:  Okay!
Jon:  Ok!
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Mac Barnett is the author of 
several award-winning books for 
children, including President Taft 
Is Stuck in the Bath, illustrated 
by Chris Van Dusen, and Extra 
Yarn, illustrated by Jon Klassen, 
which won a Boston Globe–Horn 
Book Award and a Caldecott 
Honor. He is also the co-editor of 

McSweeney’s The Goods. Mac Barnett lives in California.
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Jon Klassen is the author-illustrator 
of I Want My Hat Back, a Theodor 
Seuss Geisel Honor Book, and 
This Is Not My Hat, winner of the 
Caldecott Medal. He is also the 
illustrator of House Held Up by 
Trees, written by Ted Kooser, which 
was named a New York Times Book 
Review Best Illustrated Children’s 

Book of the Year, and Extra Yarn, written by Mac Barnett, 
which won a Caldecott Honor. Originally from Niagara Falls, 
Ontario, Jon Klassen now lives in Los Angeles.
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